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The fields of Linguistics and ESL frequently use English spoken by native speakers
as the target language for ESL leamers or for comparative studies with interlanguage.
Is it possible to claim that one English native speaker group represents all native
English speakers? This paper illustrates similarities and differences in the English of
two American native speaker groups in Oahu and by the genders of both groups: the
Arnerican military speech community and graduate students at the University of
Hawaii at Manoa. I present the data of 20 men and 20 women from each native
speaker group, with a total of 80 participants. A questiormaire collects native speaker
perceptions of the appropriate level of direcbress of requests to be used in encounters
with personnel of both genders who serve the public. The native speaker groups
choose directness of requests equivalently, but the genders show some significant
statistical dilferences in choices with womm choosing more direct requests than men.
Different situations and addressee genders also are factors in request dtectness
choice. The findings indicate that it is important for researchers and teachers to pay
attention to accuracy in representing native speaker language.
INTRODUCTION
studies in linguistics and ESL often compare groups of non-native speakers
(NNSs) with native speakers (NSs) (coulmas, 199r.). Teachers and materials
writers for ESL classrooms are urged to use authentic language of English NSs
as the target for learners (Judd, 1983). But what is meant by the English NS
group? It is generally recognized that English NSs from different countries
use different varieties of English (Bailey & Gorlach, L9g5). when attempting
to limit English NSs to the American English variet5r more confnsion arises.
American English is demonstrated to vary by regiory both phonologically
(cassidy, 1985) and in meanings attributed to a particular expression, or
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expressions for a particular meaning (Kurath, 1971). within these regions,
groups of NSs who are part of various subcultures use words and expressions
ihut t"t them apart from the larger regional culture (Durst & Schaeffer, 1992).
Furthermore, gender is sometimes seen as causing variation in speech with
more polite forms attributed to women (Z;irrrrr.,1981)' Is it possible to claim
that one English NS group rePresents all English NSs?
To begin to answer this question, it becomes necessary to clearly define
two or more English NS groups and compare them for similarities and
differences. Regions and subgroups in which NSs are members are seen to be
factors in determining what NSs perceive to be acceptable speech for
particular situations, and how they alter their speech accordingly (Toon,
Lgg5). Speech acts are one way to determine some of these differences
between NS groups (Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989; Wierzbicka, 1985)'
In this paper, I will discuss the speech act of requests, and differences
in its realization by various American English NS groups. I will define two
NS groups: graduate students at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, and
members of the American military speech community of oahu. Then I will
examine and discuss the preference by group and by gender for levels of
directness of requests.
Requests are specific speech acts that the speaker performs as an
attempt to get the hearer to do something (Blum-Kulka, et al', l-989; Searle,
1976). The speaker believes that the hearer can perform the desired act and
that the hearer isn't likely to do this without being asked (Blum-Kulka, et al.).
Social norms determine perceptions of the speaker's and hearer's rights, how
likely the hearer will comply, and how much difficulty the speaker will have
in getting the request fulfilled; which in tum determines how tlre request is
realized (Kasper, 1990, p. 13).
In the Cross-cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP) requests
of NSs of eight languages, including Australian, British, and American
English, were elicited through a written discourse completionl test (DCT)
(Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989). The data exhibited the following nine request
realization strategy types shown with examples:
1. Mood derivable-"Go away!"
2. Performative-"I am asking you to go."
3. Hedged performative-"I must ask you to leave."
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4. Obligation statement_,,you,ll have to leave.,,
5. Want statement_,,I want you to leave.,,
5. Suggestory formulae_,,How about leaving?,,
7. euery preparatory_',Would you mind leaving?,,
8. Strong hint_"It's later than I thought and I,m tired.,,
9. Mild hint_',We've had a nice, long visit.,,
The strategy types are further ordered according to levels of direchress
with sfrategies 1 to 5 as direct, 6 and 7 as conventionally indirect (CI), and g
and 9 as nonconventionally indirect (NCI). Expectations are that the greaterthe right of the speaker to perform the request and Ure greater the imposition
on 
-the 
hearer to comply, the more likely the request will be direct (Blum_Kulka & House, 79g9, p. 132). Choices of direcless are also affected bycontextual preconditions of the society making requests conventionarized incertain situations, and speakers more likely ,o opi fo, CI strategies (Blum_Kulka, 1989, p. 47). Familiarity is a aetermini^g factor in directness, withAmerican English NSs opting j"1.-:* direct straiegies the more familiar theyare with the hearer (Blum_Kulka). This findini lends some suppo.t toWolfson's (1989, chap. 6) Bulge theory, in whicfinterlocutors of unequal
status and intimates speak the most direct$.
Directress and politeness of requests are often considered to be dfuectly
related, with less direcbress equalling more politeness (Blum_Kulka, lf/gn. In
a study of perceptions of requests of Hebrew and Engrish NSs, Blum_Kulka(1987) determines that directness and politeness are separate notions. There is
close agreement by both groups of NSs as to ranking of request strategies bydirecbress, but both groups rank the same strategieriiff"r"r,tly ly potlt"r,ur"
within and across groups. NCI strategies a.J seen as less polite by theHebrew NSs than the American NSs, probably because Israeli society values
directness and is seen as using more direct speech.
Hints are seen as nonconventional since their meaning is less clear,they carry optionality allowing both speaker and hearer io deny their
illocutionary intent, and they increase the imposition on the hearer by *re
necessity to decode them (Blum-Kulka, 19gZ). In some circumstances the
hearer may need to share considerable knowledge of the situation with the
speaker in order to decode the hint (Ervin_Tripp, 19g3). In a study of
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American English NSs Ervin-Tripp finds that adult speakers use requestive
hints for two basic reasons: to express solidarity amongst intimates who are
able to decode the requests, or to lend optionality to the requ.est when the
service being requested is not within normal expectations'
In studies of American speech investigating conversatiohal directness,
Katriel (1986, chap. 6) and Tannen (1981) find that women speak more
indirectly than men, and Katriel makes the further claim that men's speech
styleismorevaluedbytheculturethanwornen's.Kemper(1984)investigates
AmericanNSstereotypesofpolitenessformsassociatedwitheachgender.
she finds men are expected to vary their use of politeness forms depending on
the cultural situation, but women are expected to consistently use polite
forms. Blum-Kulka (1987) finds that although politeness and directness are
separate notions, CI requests are usually considered polite. It would seem
that studies of American English speech and of its request forms support the
claim that women use more indirect requests than men'
ln a 1992 pilot study of the American military speech community in
oahu, I examined the use of directness strategies in requests elicited by
written DCTs and coded the requests according to the CCSARP coding
manual (Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989). Because of the military's propensity for
using orders (imperatives) as a way to get work done, I expected the requests
to reflect a higher incidence of mood derivables in the data taken from the
active duty men than in the data taken from the women consisting of both
active duty women and wives. Surprisingly there was little difference with
men using mood derivables for 9.1% of the total requests, and women for
8.8%. There also was a similarity in CI strategies by gender with men using
them for 66% of the requests, and the women using them for 62"/"' Both
females and males show a preference to address males with more CI
strategies than females. Perhaps the findings can be explained by a study of
American military wives by Stone & Alt (7990,p.4):
When a woman marries a military man she moves into his world
and is pressured to conform and perform as a "good" militdry
wife.
The speech of both wives and active duty women may converge with
the men in order to conform and to "hold their own" in the military world.
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The preference to address males with more conventiona'y indirect strategies,
sometimes associated with more politeness (Blum_Kulka, 19g7), may b"e anindication that the speakers perceive the military to value men more thanwomen.
How does the military speech community in Oahu compare to another
speech community in Oahu? 
fefore NS g.orrp, .u. be 
"o_par=d it,s helpfulto,determine that they are indeed ,".ogr,ir"d sociological groups. Abbott(1971, p.360) describes 1: O:""::, of b-ecoming a sociologically recognizedgroup member that identifies itself with an instititior,,
...socialization or induction into a group involves some
sharing of experiences, the strucfuial distances may enhance
the sharedness of certain acfivities and identities by
emphasizing the operational reality of ,,them,, and ,,us.,,
some of the ways groups identifying with institutions set themselves
apart are their distinct use of some words and phrases and rituals (Durst &Schaeffer, 1992, chap. B). It becomes obvious to anyone dealing with themilitary that its members use di,fferent words and phrases than nonmembers;for example, the dining area is the mess, bathrooms may be latrines or heads,hats_ are covers. Anyone witnessing a change of command, promotion,
reenlistment, or retirement ceremony is convincJd that the military is steepedin rir'al' The structuring of the military institution and the demands on its
il:lH_r""il::';Tffi:T:ffi ru:;il;'ffiTf.:"ffi n*:f,.il;:iRodriguez, t984; *.gar,lggg). It seems that the military meets the criterion of
a sociological group that defines itself by its identity with an institution.
college and university students are seen to,,create and recreate,, their
own culture (Durst & Schaeffer, 1992, p.24) as they move from a narrow,
simplistic focus to more complex views (p. 23). In order to support
themselves and each other during their time as students they foster 
" 
grt,rpidentity through the use of words and phrases that sets them apart from uit
those who aren't students of their parficular institution (Abbott, 1971., chap.
LL; Durst & schaeffer, chap.3). The institutional structure further enhances
student separateness that promotes in them a "them', versus ,'us,, feering(Abbott, p. 360). College and university students also meet the criterion of a
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sociological grouP that defines itself by its identity with an institution'
The objective of this study is to examine two American English NS
groups for similarities and difference$ in their speech. I will compare NS
perceptions of appropriate level of directness in requests with two samples
from each of two distinct speech groups of Oahu: the American military
speech community (MSc) and graduate students at the university of Hawaii
at Manoa (GS). I will also compare the findings by gender.
I will analyze the requests in the light of the following null hypotheses (H0):
1. There is no difference in the preference for level of directness of
requests by the GS and the MSC. GS-MSC.
2. There is no difference in the preference for level of directness of
requests by gender of speaker. M-F.
3. There is no difference in the preference for level of directness of
requests by the males of the GS and the MSC. GSn-MSCm'
4. There is no difference in the preference for level of directness of
requests to the females of the GS and the MSC. GSf-MSCf.
5. There is no difference in the preference for level of directness of
requests to addressee genders by the genders of the GS and the
MSC. GSm/f to m/fAdd-MSCm/f to m/fAdd.
I propose the following altemate hypotheses (AH):
L. The GS will show a preference for more indirect requests than the
MSC. This hypothesis is based on the military institution's
propensity to use direct speech forms in its normal routine.
GS>MSC.
2. The females will show a preference for more indirect requests than
the males. This hypothesis is based on the findings of American
English NSs by Katriel (1.986, chap. 6) and Tannen (1981) showing
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that the women speak more indirectly than the men, and Kemper(1984) showing that the women are expected to use more politeforms. F>M.
lne 1i! CS will show a preference for more indirect requests thanthe MSC males. This hypothesis is based on the militaryinstitution's propensity to use direct speech forms in its normal
routine. GSm>MSCm.
The female GS will show a preference for more indirect requests
than the MSC females. This hypothesis is based on the findings ofthe 1992 pilot study of the MSC showing that both men and womenin the MSC use similar ar
rindinssorrannen(1es1):ilT'Jl"1l;Uffl:ffi:?l?t#:
in general female American English speakers are more indirect than
tJre males. GSf>MSCf.
The male GS will show no difference in preference of directness
strategies to addressee genders. This hypothesis is based onKemper's (19s4) findings showing that male American Engrish NSs
are only expected to vary their speech by situation. GSm to
mAdd-to fAdd.
6. The female GS will show no difference in preference of directness
strategies to addresee genders. This hypothesis is based onKemper's (1984) findings showing that American English NSs
expect females to consistently use polite speech forms. GSf to
mAdd-to fAdd.
7. The MSC males will show a preference for more indirect requests to
male addressees than female addressees. This hypothesis is based
on the 1992 MSC pilot study showing that the MSC mabs use more
indirect requests when addressing women than men. MSCm to
mAdd>to fAdd.
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8. The MSC females will show a preference for more indirect requests
to male addressees than female addressees' This hypothesis is
based on the 1992 MSC pilot study showing that MSC females
address males more indirectly than females. MSCf to mAdd>to
fAdd.
METHOD
Participants
The data were collected and analyzed separately in two experiments
before being combined for final analyses. All of the participants are Ll
American English speakers. Lr an effort to keep the ages similar in both NS
groups, the students were all in graduate studies Programs. The student
sample in Experiment #1 were all volunteers from the Library Science, ESL,
Chinese studies, and College of Education Programs. There were 10 males
with a mean age of 31.1 years and 10 females with a mean age oI 33.7 yeats'
with a total sample mean age of 32.4. The student sample in Experiment #2
were all volunteers from the Library Science and Urban and Regional
Planning programs, with 10 males with a mean age of 32.1 years and 10
females with a mean age of 34.6 years, with a total sample mean age of 33.3.
In order to ensure that the NS groups had distinct membership from each
other none of the participants were currently involved in the milirtary in either
active duty or reserve capacity, nor did they have military spouses.
The MSC is defined as active duty members, their spouses, and
Department of Defense personnel working directly with active duty military
members. All participants were volunteers and had at least one year of
exposure to the military in the defined capacities. In Experiment #1 there
were 10 males including five active duty, four spouses, and one participant
who was both a military spouse and Departrnent of Defense employee; and 10
females including four active duty, one Departrnent of Defense employee, and
five spouses. The males had a mean age of 36.4 years, and the females of 32.1
years, with a combined sample mean age ol 34.2. ln Experiment #2 there
were 10 males including six active duty, three spouses, and one who was both
a military spouse and Department of Defense employee; and 1.0 females
including seven active duty and tfuee spouses. The males had a rnean age of
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36.L years and the females of 34.3, with a combined sample mean age of 35.2years. None of the military parficipants *u." 
".,r.".rtly enrolled L coflegecourses.
Materials and Procedure
Each participant completed a DCT eliciting 20 multiple choice
responses. A DCT is an accepted way to collect a large amount of data as long
as the researcher makes no claims that the data are authentic speech (Rinteil dMitchell, 1989). Since I am studying NS perceptions of appropriate level ofdirectness in requests 
Td. *t their actual speucfr, a OCi is an acceptableinstrument' There are 10 basic situations, with zo items to be answered sothat addressee gender can be examined as a variable in each situation. The
situations are as follows: (See Appendix B for the complete questionnaire.)
1. Ticket seller.
2. Post office clerk.
3. Cashier.
4. Department store clerk.
5. Cleaners counterperson.
6. City clerk.
7. lce creart/ yogurt counterperson.
8. Restaurant serVer.
9. Gas station attendant.
10. Shelfstocker.
All the addressees are service encounter personnel to avoid status andfamiliarity as variables. Effort was made to keep imposition on the
addressees equivalent across sifuations.
In the 1992 MSC pilot study written requests to service encounter
personnel were elicited from the participants, and classified as to the strategy
types used in the CCSARp coding manual (Blum_Kulka, et aI., L9g9,
Appendix). The participants provided only four strategy types: mood
derivable (MD), want statement (WS), query preparatory (ep), and strong
hint (sH). For this study situations in the DCTs that had ericited ."rpo.r"J
that weren't requests were changed, but whenever possibre the situations
remained the same. I provided four possible responses for each item
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representing each of the strategy tyPes. The responses were requests that had
been stripped to the minimal unit of head act or a bare request requiring the
exclusion of nonessentials such as "excuse me," expletives, di "please," to
avoid having them act as variables in the choice of the request (Blum-Kulka,
1987). Whenever possible the requests were taken from the MSC pilot study
data, otherwise I wrote requests as needed. The strategies were categorized in
a scale of directness going from most direct to most indirect similar to the
CCSARP coding manual (Blum-Kulka, et al.):
Direct
Conventionally indirect
Nonconventionally indirect
Mood derivable
Want statement
Query preparatory
Strong hint
The situations were arranged in different order making two versions of
the DCTs to ensure that placement of the situations was not a factor
determining which requests were chosen. Effort was made to administer both
versions to each gender within each NS group.
Analyses
DCTs were completed by the participants during Spring 1.993, April
through June. The first sample was analyzed while the second sample was
being collected. After the second sample was analyzed, both samples were
combined for analysis.
DCTs that were incomplete or incorrectly completed were discarded.
The lowest number of participants collected for any one NS group by gender
in each experiment was 10. ln order to equalize each cell to 1.0 participants for
analysis, DCTs from NS groups by gender having more than 10 participants
were randomly eliminated using a table of random numbers. There were 20
participants in each NS group in each experimen! with 40 participants in each
experiment, and a total of 80 participants in the combined analysis.
For separate analysis of Experiments #1 and #2 SPSSPC+ crosstabs
tables and Pearson's chi-square were used for comparisons of request
directness strategy use according to the nominal scale of strategy directness
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shown above.
A chi-square comparison was performed to test the relationship of
strategy use between the two NS groups. Raw frequencies of strategy use by
each NS group were tabulated. Then I computed percentage of use for each
strategy by the groups to determine their preferences.
A chi-square comparison of genders was performed to test the
relationship of strategy use between them. Raw frequencies of strategy use by
each gender were tabulated, then percentages of sirategy use computed todetermine their preferences.
Chi-square was calculated comparing strategy use by the males from
each NS group and by the females from each group. Raw frequencies of
strategy use by each gender of each NS group were tabulated, then
percentages of their strategy use computed to determine their preferences.
In order to test the relationship of the situations to one another a chi-
square comparison of strategy use was calculated. Raw frequencies of
strategy use for each situation were tabulated. Because the analysis showedthat the participants didn't perceive the situations to be equivalent, I
attempted to group them into similar situation fypes. Raw frequencies ofdirectness strategy use for each situation *"iu t"brrl"t"d. Then thefrequencies of sffategy use for the directness categories, Direct, CI, and NCI,
were tabulated. Percmtages for the categories were calculated and situationsgrouped according to percentage patterns. Two types emerged showing
direchrcss categories receiving highest to lowest percentages:
Type A
CI strategies
Direct strategies
NCI strategies
Type B
CI strategies
NCI strategies
Direct strategies
A chi-square analysis was performed comparing the use of directness
strategies for each situation by the males from each NS group and by the
females from each group. Raw frequencies of strategy use for each situation
by each NS gender were tabulated, then frequencies of strategy use for each
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directness category were tabulated. Percentages of frequencies by directness
category were calculated for each situation, then the situations grouped into
situation Type A or B to determine directness category preferences by NS
gender.
For the females in each NS group raw frequencies of directness
strategies for each situation were tabulated, likewise for the males in each
group. Then the strategies were tabulated by directness category in the same
way and percentages for strategy use calculated. The situations were
grouped into situations Type A or B to determine directness category
preferences by NS gender to addressee gender.
The GS' preferences as a group for use of strategies from Experiments
#1 and #2 were compared with a chi-square analysis to determine group
equivalency, likewise the MSC's preferences from both experiments. Because
the two samples within each NS group were determined to be equivalent,
they were combined for analysis as two larger NS groups.
Analyses of combined Experiments #1, and #2 were the same as the
above individual analyses of each experiment. In addition, a chi-square
analysis of strategy use for situations categorized as Type A was performed to
determine situation equivalency. The situations were found not to be
statistically equivalent, but the percentages of strategy use in directness
categories of cashier and city clerk appeared to be equivalent. A chi-square
analysis of strategy use was performed to determine equivalency of these two
situations, and percentages of strategy use by directness category by each
gender of the NS groups were compared to determine preferences. Then
percentages of the use of directness strategies by each gender of the NSs to
addressee gender were compared to determine preferences. Flnally a chi-
square analysis of strategy use in Type B situations was calculated to
determine equivalency of these situations.
There were seven chi-square analyses performed for each of the two
experirnents, two performed to compare NS groups from the two
experiments, and L0 performed in the combined experiment data; making a
total of 26 chi-square comparisons. An alpha level of .01 was selected because
there were fewer than 50 comparisons, thus there was minimal risk of
rejecting the null hypothesis based on simple odds rather than statistical
probability.
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RESULTS
Analyses of Experiments #L and #2 separately show numerous equivalent
findings, suggesting that the groups may be statistically comparable and that
combining the results may strengthen the findings. I calculated chi-square
analysis comparing the choice of direchress shategies by the GS participants
from each experiment in order to ensure that they were equivalent groups.
Chi-square=5.796,3 df.In the same manner I compared MSC members from
each experiment resulting in chi-square=Z.A01, g df. Since no significant
statistical results can be found, the NS groups in the two experiments are
equivalent in their selection of directness strategies and can be combined for
analysis as two larger groups. I present the analyses of the data of the
combined experiments in detail, and only include noteworthy differences
found in the results of the individual experiments. see Table 1. for the key to
the hypotheses mnemonic forms.
Table 1
Key for hypotheses
Null Hypotheses (H0)
1. GS-MSC.
Graduate students use requestive strategies of direction
equivalently to military speech community members.
2. M-F.
Males use requestive strategies of direction equivalently to females.
3. GSm-MSCm.
Male graduate students use requestive strategies of direction
equivalently to military speech community males.
4. csf-Mscf.
Female graduate students use requestive strategies of direction
equivalently to military speech community females.
5. GSm/f to Addm/f-MSCm /f to Addm/ L
Male or female graduate students use requestive strategies of
direction equivalently when addressing either males or females.
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Male or female military speech community members use requestive
strategies of directionequivalently when addressing either males or
females.
Altemate Hypotheses (AH)
1. GS>MSC.
Graduate students use more indirect requestive strategies than
military speech community members.
2. F>M
Females use more indirect requestive shategies than males.
3. GSm>MSCm.
Male graduate students use more indirect requestive strategies than
military speech community members.
4. GSf>MSCf.
Female graduate students use more indirect requestive strategies
than military speech comrnunity members.
5. GSm to mAdd-to fAdd.
Male graduate students use indirect requestive strategies
equivalently when addressing either male or female addressees.
6. GSf to mAdd-to fAdd.
Female graduate students use indirect requestive strategies
equivalently when addressing either male or female addressees.
7. MSCm to mAdd>to fAdd.
Military speech community males use more indirect requestive
strategies when addressing males than when addressing females.
8. MSCf to mAdd>to fAdd.
Military speech community females use more indirect requestive
strategies when addressing males than when addressing females.
Null Hypothesis #1 GS-MSC
H0 #L is accepted. Chi-square analysis of the use of request directness
strategies by the groups shows no significant difference.
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Alternate Hypothesis #1 GS>MSC
AH #L cannot be accepted because H0 #1 cannot be rejected. The NS
groups don't exhibit significant differences in their preferences for direcbress
strategies. Table 2 shows frequency totals of strategies and percentages of use
by the NS groups.
Table 2
Strategy used by native speaker group for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Graduatestudents Militarycommunity
Total % Total o/o
Direct
Mood derivable 46 5.7% 47 S.8To
Want statement 82 I0.Z% 101 LZ.6%
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory 582 72.7% 581 72.6%
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint 90 Lt.2o/o 71. 8.8To
Chi-sqtare=4.226, 3 df .
Null Hypothesis #2 M-F
H0 #2 is rejected. A chi-square comparison of the choice of request
directness strategies by gender shows a significant difference. Chi-
sqtare--32.432,3 d/. Experiment#1 accepted H0 #2 with chi-square=10.47g, 3
df., p<.0I4, just missing the alpha level of p<.01.
Alternate Hypothesis #2 F>M
AH #2 is rejected. The females use CI strategies 67.go/" and NCI
strategies 10.8% of the time, while the males use CI strategi es Z7 .So/" and NCI
strategies 9.2% of the time. The males, rather than the females, show a trend
to prefer to use CI strategies, and show equivalent preference for use of NCI
strategies. I.r addition, the females prefer to use more WSs than males, 15.7%
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to 7.llo respectively. Table 3 shows frequency totals of request directness
strategies and percentages of use by the genders.
Table 3
Strategy use by genders for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
54
Males
Total
Females
% Total %
Direct
Mood derivable 46 6.1% M 5.5Y.
Want statement 57 7J% 125 15.7o/"
Conventionally indirect
' auery preparatory 620 n5% 543 67.8%
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint 74 9.2% 87 10.8%
Chi-square=32 .432, 3 df ., p <.01..
Null Hypothesis #3 GSm-MSCn
H0 #3 is accepted. A chi-square comparison of the preference of level
of directness strategies by males in each NS group shows n{ significant
difference.
Alternate Hypothesis #3 GSm>MSCn
Because H0 #3 is accepted, AH #3 cannot be accepted. The males in
both NS groups use QPs and MDs equivalently with the MSC showing a
tendency to use more WSs, 8% to the GS 6.20/o; and the GS to usf more SHs,
L0.2% to the MSC 8.2%. Individual analyses of the experin{ents shows
variation in trends not shown in the combined results. Experime[rt #1 shows
a tendency for the GS to use more MDs, while in Experiment #2 the MSC use
more. In Experiment #1 the MSC use more QPs, but in Experiment #2 the GS
show this tendency. Table 4 shows the combined groups frequency totals of
strategies and percentages of use by the males in the two NS groups.
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Table 4
Strategy use by males of native speaker groups for Experiments L & 2
combined
Males Graduatestudents Militarycommunity
Total lo Total %
Direct
Mood derivable 24 6.0% ZS 6.2%
Want statement ?5 6.2% g2 9.0%
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory 310 77.5o/, 310 77.50/"
Nonconventionally indirect
strong hint 41 1,0.20/" 33 g.2o/"
Chi- square=7.7 44, 3 df .
Null Hypothesis {f4 GSf-MSCf
H0 #4 is accepted. The chi-square analysis comparing the preferences
of strategy use by females in each NS group is found to be insignificant,
Alternate Hypothesis #4 GSf>MSCf
Because H0 #4 is accepted, AH #4 cannot be accepted. The females
from each NS group tend to choose MDs and eps similarly. But the MSC
shows a trend to choose more wss than the Gs, L7.2./. to 74.2"/o respectively;
and the GS to choose more SHs than the MSC, lZ.2% to 95% respectively.
brdividual analyses of the experiments show variation in some trends found
in the combined data. GS in Experiment #1 prefer to use more eps while the
MSC in Experiment #2 prefer the most. In addition, in Experiment #2 WSs
are used equivalently by both groups. Table 5 shows the combined groups
frequency totals of strategies and percentages of use by the females in each NS
grouP.
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Table 5
Strategy use by females of native speaker groups for Experiments 1. & 2
combined
Females Graduate students
Total %
Military community
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Conventionally indirect
Querypreparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
22
69
22
57
5.5o/"
L4.2%
68.0o/"
72.2%
5.5o/"
17.2%
67j%
9.5%
Chi-square=2.535, 3 df .
Situations
Chi-square analysis comparing the use of directness strategies indicates
that the participants don't perceive the situations to be equivalent. Chi-
sqrare=570.179,27 df. ln an effort to group the situations into equivalent
types, I computed percentages of use of strategies for each directness
category, then arranged the situations into types according to high to low
ranking of the directness category percentages. Type A situatiOns show the
highest percentage of use of strategies in the CI category, the next highest in
the Direct category, and the lowest in the NCI category. Type B situations
also show the highest percentage of use of strategies in the CI category, but
the next highest is in the NCI category, and the lowest in the Diqect category.
Tables 6 and 7 show the situations grouped into types with the frequency
totals and percentages of strategies used in the directness categorles.
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Table 6
Type A situations by directness category for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
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Ticket
seller
Total %
Post yogsrt/ Restaurant
office ice cream serverTotal To Total % Total o/"
Direct
Conventionally
Lrdirect
Nonconventionally
Indirect
50 31..2%
1,07 66.8%
3 L.8%
35 2t.8% 6L 38.1% 24 15.0%
L20 75.0% 99 6L.8% 135 U3%
5 3.1% 0 o% 1. 0.6%
Cashier City clerk Shelf stockerTotal % Total o/o Total 
"/"
Direct
Conventionally
Indirect
Nonconventionally
lrdirect
15 70.7% 10 6.2% 23 14.3%
143 89.3% 148 92.5% I2g 76.8%
2 1..2% 2 1..2% L4 81%
Chi-square comparison of strategy use for all situations not accounting for
types=S7 0.17 9, 27 df ., p <.01..
TableT
Type B situations by directress category for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Departrnent
store clerk
Total %
Cleaners
counterperson
Total o/"
Gas station
attendant
Total 7o
Direct
Conventionally
Indirect
Nonconventionally
hrdirect
15 9.3%
83 51..9o/o
62 38.7%
22'1 .2%
106 66.2%
32 20.0%
21, L3.1%
99 6L.8%
40 25.0Yo
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The chi-square analysis of each NS group's use of strategies for
situations by gender is also significant, indicating that each participant
grouping perceives the situations not to be equivalent:
GS
MSC
male
female
male
female
chi-square= 151..116, 27 df ., p <.01'
169.137
167.498
L66.576
Tables 8 and 9 show frequency totals and Percentages of strategies
used for each directness category by each gender of the NS groups for
situation Types A & B. The gender groupings all prefer to use more NCI
strategies in the Type B situations than in the Type A situations.
Table 8
Type A situation strategy use in categories of directness by genders of each
native speaker group for Experiment 1 & 2 combined
Graduate students Military community
Male
Total %
Female
Total %
Male
Total T"
Female
Total %
Direct
Conventionally
Indirect
Nonconventionally
Irdirect
39 13.9%
231 82.50/"
10 3.5%
62 ?2.10/"
21.7 75.3%
25% 1.4o/"
44 15.7% 73 26.0%
232 82.8% 207 7r.7%
2.1Y"
Chi-square comparison of strategy use by
situations not accounting for types:
Graduate students males
females
Military members males
females
native speaker genders for all
chi-square=151 .116, 27 df ., p <.0I
169,737
1,61,,498
L66,576
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Table 9
Type B situafion strategy use in categories of directress by genders of each
native speaker group for Experiments l. & 2 combined
Graduate students
Male Female
Total % Total %
Military community
Male Female
Total % Total l"
Direct
Conventionally
Lrdirect
Nonconventionally
Indirect
10 8.3%
79 65.8%
31 25.8%
L7 14.1%
6L 50.8%
42 35.00/"
13 70.8%
78 65.0%
29 24.1%
1.8 15.0%
70 58.3%
32 26.6%
Null Hypothesis #5 GSm/f to m./fAdd_ro MSCrr./f to m/fAdd
This hypothesis is problematic because the chi_square analysis
comparing the preference for the lever of directness of requestrby genders of
the NS groups to addressee genders is interfered with by the participants,
perceived differences in the situations. H0 #5 cannot be rejected.
Alternate Hypothesis #5 GSm to mAdd_to fAdd
Even though H0 #5 cannot be rejected the data show trends. Type A
sifuations support AH #5 showing equivalent preference for use of directness
strategies by male GS to both males and females. But Type B sifuations can,t
be shown to support AH #5 with female addressees receiving more CI
sfrategies than males, 85% to 46.6'/. respectively; and mares receiving more
NCI strategies than females, 4L.6o/" to i.0%. Tables r.0 and r.1 show the
combined experiments data of male GS, use of strategies by directness
category to addressee genders for Type A and B situations.
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Table 1.0
Type A situation strategy use by male graduate students to male and female
addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Male graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preParatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
9
9
18
118
4
6.4%
5.40/.
12.8%
84.2%
2.8o/r
9.2%
5.7%
15.0%
80.7%
4.2%
13
8
21,
113
Table 11.
Type B situation strategy use by male graduate students to male and female
addressees for Experiments L & 2 combined
Male graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct stategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
0
J
J
51
2
5
7
28
3.3%
83%
tI.6%
46.6%
41,.6%
0%
5.0%
5.0%
85.0%
10.0o/",q
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Table 12
Type A situation strategy use by female graduate students to male and female
addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
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Alternate Hypothesis #d GSf to mAdd_to fAdd
The trends shown by the data do not support AH #6. Ir both situation
Types A and B the female GS show a p.efe.ence to use more CI strategies tofemale addressees than to males; Type A, 79.2% to 71,.4%, andfypey,Zt.eV.
to 40% respectively. h rype A situations the addressees receive an equivalent
amount of NCI strategies, but in Type B situations males receive 50% and
females receive 20%. Type A situations elicit equivalent use of WSs to both
addressee genders, but Type B situations 
"li.it *o.u wss to femaleaddressees' Tables i'2 and 
'3 
show the combined experiments data of thefemale GS' use of strategies by directness category to addressee gender.
Male graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Querypreparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
13
23
36
9.2%
1,6.4%
25.7%
71,.4%
2.8%
8
18
26
111
J
5.7%
12.8%
185%
79.20/"
a.L /o
100
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Table 13
Type B situation strategy use by female graduate students to male and female
addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Female graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Querypreparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
1
5
5
1,.6%
83%
10.0%
40.0%
50.0%
0
11
1.1
5/
12
0%
L83%
18.3%
61.6%
20.0%
Alternate Hypothesis #7 MSCm to mAdd>to fAdd
In situation Types A & B the use of CI strategies tend to support AH #7
with males addressing females 87.1"h and males 78.5% in Type A situations,
and females 75/" and, males 55% in Type B situations. NCI strategies are
problematic, though, with the MSC addressing the genders equivalently with
NCI strategies in Type A situations, and the males with more NCI strategies
than the females in Type B situations, 36.5% to 11.6% respectively. In addition,
Type A situations elicit more WSs to male addressees than females, I1..4o/" to
5% respectively; but Type B situations elicit equivalent use of WSs to both
genders. Tables 14 and L5 show the MSC males' use of request strategies by
directness category to addressee genders for Type A and B situations.
24
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Table L4
Type A sifuation strategy use by military speech community males to male
and female addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
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Military males Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
13
1,6
29
110
1
9.2%
1,7.4%
20.7%
78.5%
0.7%
8
7
15
122
J
5.7%
5.0%
L0.7%
87.1%
2.1,%
Table 15
Type B situation strategy use by military speech community males to male
and female addressees for Expedments 1 & 2 combined
Military males Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total o/o
Drect
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
1
4
5
JJ
22
J
5
8
45
7
1..6%
6.6%
8.3%
55.0%
36.6%
5.0%
8.3%
13.3%
75.0%
'1L.6o/"
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Table 16
Type A situation strategy use by military speech community fernales to male
and female addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Military females Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategy total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
9
27
36
6.4%
19.2%
'25.7o/.
70.7%
3.SYo
10
27
J]
102
1
7.t%
t9.2%
26.4%
72.8%
o.7%
Table 17
Type B situation strategy use by military speech community females to male
and female addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
Military females Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct sftategies total
Conventionally indirect
Querypreparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
1
8
9
2
7
9
L.6%
73.3o/"
1,5.0%
45.IYo
40.0o/"
3.3%
rt.6%
15.0%
71,.6%
13.3%
43
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Alternate Hypothesis #8 MSCf to mAdd>to fAdd
The trends in the data do not support AH #g. In Type A situations,
MSC females address males and females equivalently; but in Type B
situations they address females with more cI strategies than males, zi.ou to
45% respectively; and males with more NCI strategies than females, 40% to
13.3% respectively. Tables L6 and 77 show the MSC femares, use of request
strategies by directness category to addressee genders for Type a ana S
situations.
Type A Situations
A chi-square analysis comparing the equivalency of strategy choices inType A situations shows- them not to be perceived as equivaient by the
participants, chi-square=257.629, rg df. Tlte percentages of use of stratlgiesin the cashier and city clerk situations appear to be equivarent as shown inTable 6. A chi-square analysis comparing the two situations shows no
significant difference. *" yr: of directness strategies by each NS gender
appears to be equivalent, with the exception of the MSC females who piefer to
use more direct strategies and fewer CI strategies than the other groupings.
See Table 18 for the frequencies of strategy chJice by directness 
.u,ugory [y
each addressee gender.
Cashier and ciry clerk si*",i"^ rl*.:;;8rr" i. 
"ut"gories of direcrness bygenders of each native speaker grouf for Experimlts 1 & 2 combined
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Graduate students
Male Female
Total % Total o/"
Military community
MaIe Female
Total % Total %
Direct
Conventionally
Indirect
Nonconventionally
IndirectL'l..Zo/o22.5%
3 3.7% 4 5.0% 3.7% t5 78.7"/"
76 95.0% 74 92.5% 77 96.2% 64 80.0%
Chi-square=7.9l0, 3 df .
0% 1. 1..2y"
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When comparing the use of strategies by NS gender to addressee gender, the
MSC females show a trend to be more direct than the other groupings. The
frequency totals are low though, and more participants may change the
results. Tables 1.9 and 20 show the use of directness strategies by each NS
group gender to each addressee gender.
Table 19
Cashier and city clerk situation strategy use by native speakers by gender to
male and female addressees for Experiments t & 2 combined
Male graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Totai %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
0
I
1
0
1
1
0%
2.5%
2.5o/r
97.5%
0%
0%
2s%
2.5%
95.0%
2.5%
38
Female graduate students Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total %
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
1
1
2
1
1
2
2.5%
2s%
5.0%
90.0%
5.jYo
25%
2.5%
5.0%
95.0%
0%
36
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Table 20
Cashier and city clerk situation strategy use by military genders to male and
female addressees for Experiments 1 & 2 combined
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Militarymales Male addressees
Total o/"
Female addressees
Total . Y"
Direct
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct sfrategies total
Conventionally indirect
Query preparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
0
1
1
1
1
2
0%
2.5%
2s%
97.5%
0%
2.5%
2.5o/o
5.0%
95.0%
0%
3839
Military females Male addressees
Total %
Female addressees
Total Yo
Drect
Mood derivable
Want statement
Direct strategies total
Conventionally indirect
Querypreparatory
Nonconventionally indirect
Strong hint
1
5
6
1
8
9
2.5%
12.5%
15.0To
82.5%
2.5%
2.5%
20.0%
22.5%
n.5%
0%
31JJ
Type B Situations
A chi-square comparison of Type B situations shows them to be
significantly different, chi-square=24 
.742, 6 df. since the situations are not
perceived to be equivalent no further analysis was performed.
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DISCUSSION
Clearly the American English NS groups that were investigated share
similarities in their perceptions of appropriate directness of requests; all
prefer to select more CI strategies than other categories. Blum-Kulka & House
(1989) find the same preference in their investigation of NS groups of five
languages. But the expected use of more direct strategies by the MSC because
of the military's propensity for direct speech in its daily routine is not shown,
except in a trend for the MSC females to choose more WSs than the other
groupings. Possibly the MSC members alter their sPeech to conventional
norms when they leave the military setting, but the females' request behavior
is less affected by their setting.
Differences in NSs' speech can be found between the genders as shown
in the Experiment #2 and combined experiment data, and a trend for
differences in Experiment #1. The findings of Katriel (1986, chap. 6) and
Tannen (1981) showing female American English NSs speak more indirectly
than do the males, predict that the females would choose the most CI
requests. Surprisingly the males choose more CI strategies. and the females
choose more Direct strategies than the males in the form of WSs. This doesn't
fit the stereotypes reported by Kemper (1984) in which females are seen to use
more polite forms than males. The data from the MSC and GS may reflect
changing cultural values in the United States with women becoming more
assertive and over-compensating in acquiring what they assume to be the
more valued (Katriel) and direct male speech.
There is some disagreement in trends between the experiments. The
different graduate student populations studied may account for some of the
differences, with some programs attracting more assertive students, or
promoting more assertiveness. The different ratio of spouses to active duty
members in the MSC samples for each experiment could also be a
contributing factor. These interpretations are speculative, and the differences
instead may be a reflection of idiosyncrasies of one or both samples. Because
the samples are small, combining them in the final analyses in order to
increase the NS group sizes strengthens the credibility and direction of the
findings.
An investigation of the NS groups by gender shows that males from
both groups have no significant differences in their request strategy choices.
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Different trends are exhibited with the MSC males using more CI strategies in
Experiment #1., and the male GS using more in Experiment #2. These trends
may reflect differences within the populations, but enlarging the samples
strengthens the conclusionthat there are no significant differences. Agai*the
male MSC members may alter their speech to conventional norms *t 
"., 
trr"y
leave the military setting.
The females also show no significant differences with both NS groups
consistently choosing fewer cI strategies and more wss than the 
-ales. withthe MSC females this may be an indication of using direct strategies as an
attempt to conform to and be accepted by the military communiiy (Segal,
1989; Stone & Alt 1990, chap. L). The GS females may be conforming to -the
institutionalized speech pattems of academia (Abbott, 7971., chap.11; Durst &Schaeffer, L992, chap.3). In the combined experiments data the MSC females
have a tendency to prefer more WSs than the female GS, which may indicate
that the MSC females feer more of a need to conform to military male speechpattems than the female GS to academic speech pattems. But different trends
are exhibited between the females with the GS choosing more cI strategies inExperiment #1, and the MSC females choosing more CI strategies a.rd bothgroups choosing WSs equivalently in Experirnent #2. These findlgs could be
an indication of differences in the populations of the graduite studiesprograms' It is helpful to investigate the situations to further understand
request behavior' In spite of effort to keep the situations equivalent includingdegree of imposition on the hearer, chi_square analysis shows thatparticipants don't perceive the sifuations to be equivalent. Two basic
situation types emerge from a comparison of the choices of strategies serectedfor- each situation. Type A situations all feature settings in which the
addressees are being asked to do something that could be considered a
routine part of their jobs. The ticket seller, post office clerk, ice cream
counterperson and restaurant server are being asked to serve in ways that are
part of their job descriptions. The cashier and city crerk are being urk"d to do
something that isn't a routine part of their job descriptions, but requires littre
effort. The shelf stocker is being asked to price something that she/he wil be
doing later as a normal part of the job. In all Type A situations complying
with the request w r take little time and the u-ployuu, won,t have to leave
their work stations. In Type B situations the department store clerk and the
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gas station attendant are being asked to do something that will require them
to leave their work stations and will take more time than Type A situations.
The cleaners counterperson doesn't have to leave the area, but is taking on
additional responsibility. Type B situations all may seem to create more
imposition on the hearers.
Type B situations elicited noticeably more NCI strategies than any
situations from Type A. This may be due to the level of perceived imposition
on the hearer by the participants. Blum-Kulka (1989, p. 47) states some
situations are highly conventionalized and elicit CI strategies. Those
situafions in Type A that received few or no hints may be perceived to be
culturally conventionalized or part of the addressees' normal routine,
therefore of low imposition. Ervin-Tripp (1983) claims that speakers opt for
hints when requests aren't within normal expectations on the hearer. Type B
situations may be perceived to be of greater imposition on the hearer but the
speaker may not feel a right to perform the request, thus creating a situation
where the speaker prefers the optionality of a hint.
Addressee gender was a variable in directness selection in the 1992
MSC pilot study showing both males and females choose to address males
with more indirect requests. Kemper (1984) shows females are expected to
consistently use polite speech, while Blum-Kulka (1987) shows that politeness
is often equated with CI strategies. In the combined experiments data both
Type A & B situations show NS groups by gender prefer to address females
with more CI strategies than they do males, except for the ma16 GS and the
MSC females who address the genders equivalently in Type A situations.
These divergent findings are difficult to explain given the small number of
strategies involved. The general preference to address females with CI
strategies associated with more politeness (Blum-Kulka) may be in response
to the stereotype that women should use more polite speech (Kemper), thus
encouraging more polite speech from their requesters.
Type A situations elicit equivalent preference for NCI Jtrategies for
both male and female addressees, but Type B situations ehclt more NCI
strategies for male addressees. The apparent perceived higher ifnposition of
Type B situations may explain the differences in the NCI straiegy choices.
The females may show a strong preference to choose more NCI strategies in
high imposition situations when addressing males, since they may perceive
themselves to have a lower status than males and hints can be used to impose
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optionality on the request strategies (Blum-Kulka, t9B7; Ewin-Tripp, 1933).
Hints may also be used to express solidarity (Ervin-Tripp), which could
explain the males' preference to use hints when addressing males in Type B 
-
situations.
In Type A situations the females use higher percentages of WSs than
the males do, with the MSC males and the GS females preferring to address
males with more WSs than females. Type B situations show all gender
groupings addressing both genders equivalently, except for the GS female
who prefer to address females with more WSs. The tendency by the GS
females and the MSC males to use fewer WSs when addressing females than
males may be explained by a desire to be more polite to an addressee who is
perceived to be more polite (Kemper, 1984). Type B situations are perceived
to be less conventional and may evoke annoyance manifesting more direct
speech on the part of the GS females. With this limited data, it's difficult to
explain why these situations elicit these varied preferences only within the GS
females and the MSC males groupings, and these explanations are
speculative.
Chi-square analysis of Type A, then Type B situations shows that these
situation types are not perceived to be equivalent by the participants.
However, a chi-square comparison of two Type A situations, cashier and city
clerk, show them to be equivalent. The NSs by gender show agreement for
these two situations in strategy use to addressee genders, except for the MSC
females who show a trend to use more WSs. The use of more direct speech
strategies by the MSC females may be an over-compensation in an attempt to
match the males' speech pattems in their speech comrnunity.
CONCLUSION
The study findings that the MSC and the GS prefer cI request strategies
converges with those of Blum-Kulka and House, (19g9). The two NS groups
share preference similarities, but also exhibit measurable differences, with the
females from both groups choosing more Dfuect strategies than the males
from both groups. Katriel (L986) and Tannen (19gL) claim female American
English speakers speak more indirectly than their male counterparts. This
isn't true for the request behavior of these NS groups. The difference in the
findings could be explained by the instrumen! a study of authentic speech
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may produce different results. Another explanation may be that the speech
behavior of females in these NS groups may be unique, with gains being
made in the academic world to accept females equally, and females in the
MSC striving to make their way in a field traditionally dominated by men.
Finally, these findings may reflect changes in the American society. An
approach for future studies may be to investigate what causes men to speak
more conventionally indirectly. One possible explanation may be that men
expect compliance on the part of the addressee, and don't feel the need to
speak directly. It is apparent that NS groups are not all alike, and the time
seems ripe to replicate studies of gender speech to determine any changes.
Even though the settings all deal with service encounter personnel, the
participants don't consider them to be equivalent and choose directness
strategies accordingly. In addition addressee gender can be a factor in
strategy choice. The data collected in this study indicate areas of differences,
but there are too few subjects to come to any solid conclusions. Further study
is indicated in explaining different request behavior in different settings and
with different addressee gender.
Studies show that it is important for researchers and teachers to pay
attention to accuracy in representing NS language. Nonnative speakers have
been shown to use more politeness forms than NS of American English
(Bannerjee & Carrell, 1988; Carrell & Konnecker, 1981), with the result that
they sometimes are perceived as speaking inappropriately or even rudely
(Bannerjee & Carrell). Carrell & Konnecker propose that intermediate and
advanced ESL leamers are over-sensitized to greater politeness distinctions in
their leaming sifuations. ludd (1983) insists ESL materials that don't reflect
accurate models of gender speech are incomplete. It seems important to study
and define authentic NS speech, which is complicated by speech differences
between NS groups even in the same geographical area. Teachers and
researchers must be aware of the similarities and differences, determine
which ones are important to point out to students, then determine how best to
present them in materials and in the classroom.
Kasper (1984) suggests ESL classrooms should initiate "consciousness-
raising" of the target language by explicitly teaching pragmatics in cultural
contexts, presenting ways to change the illocutionary force, and offering
opportunities for practice in the classroom. Lr order to accomplish this the NS
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APPENDIX
This questionnaire is for a study being conducted for a class in the English as
a second Language department at the University of Hawaii. After the study
is completed, I will fumish you with a summary of the findings if you wish.
Please read the following situations. For each situation choose the
comment that is closest to what you would say if you were in that situafion. It
may help to spend a moment visualizing each situation before you choose a
comment. Read the situation, then close your eyes to picture the place and
the man or the woman helping you. Think about what you would do, how
you would think in that situation, and what you would say to that man or
that woman. Then read the choices following the situation. Mark an X on the
letter preceding the comment that is closest to what you would actually say.
Choose only one Eurswer.
For example: (Xa)
It is assumed that you rnight add please, excuse me, or strnilar words to some
of these comments in real life situations. If this is the case, it may help you to
make choices by imagining that you are saying these words when you read
those comments.
A sample situation for practice:
You take your shoes to the shoe repair section at a department store to have
new heels put on. You say to the woman behind the counter:
(a) I need new heels on these.
(b) Can I get new heels put on these?
(c) Put new heels on these.
(d) These heels seem to be wom out.
There is no wrong answer. The correct answer is the one you chose.
You may tum the page and begin when you are ready.
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1. You are eating in a restaurant and the man waiting tables has just
served your table. You notice that you don't have a fork' You say
to the man:
(a) Could you bring me a fork?
(b)Ineedafork.
(c) I don't see a fork here.
(d) Bring me a fork.
2. You are at the gas station to fill your car's tank' New pumps have
been installed and you can't get ihe pump to run' You go to the
woman at the cash register and saY:
(a) I need sorne helP at the PumP.
(b) Help me with the PumP.
(c) Could you help me with the PumP?
(d) I can't figure out the new PumP.
3. You are looking for a certain kind of cereal in the supermarket' The
shelf is empty, but you see a case of it in the aisle near a woman
pricing other cereal and stocking shelves. You say to the woman:
(a) Price a box of that cereal over there.
(b) Could you price a box of that cereal over there?
(c) I need a box of that cereal over there.
(d) I've been looking for that cereal over there.
4. You are looking for a set of towels in dark blue for a gift at a
department store. You saw some there two days ago. You can't
find any blue towels now. You see a salesman walk by. You say to
him:
(a) Do you have these towels in dark blue in the back?
(b) Can you help me with these towels?
(c) I want a set of towels in dark blue.
(d) Check to see if you have any more of these towels in dark blue in
the back.
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5. You are ordering a sundae at an ice cream counter. As the womanbehind the counter sta
it comes *i*, .r,oppl'j ?.:lfi ::lT ;f ".::t TtrTffilTpeanuts. You say to the woman:
(a) Hold the peanuts.
(b) Could I have that without nuts?
(c) I don't like peanuts.
(d) I need that without peanuts.
6. You are buying tickets for yourself and a friend for an event atBlaisdell Center. you say to the man selling tickets:
(a) Can I have two seats in the center section?
ft) Two seats in ttre center section.
(c) I like seats in the center section.
(d) I want two seats in the center section.
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7. You are mailing a package at the post office. After the
counter weighs it you remember that you also need
stamps. You say to him:
(a) Do you have a book of stamps?
(b) Can I get a book of stamps?
(c) I need a book of stamps.
(d) Give me a book of stamps.
8. You are eating at a restaurant and are out of coffee.
eye of the woman waiting tables. you say to her:
(a) I want another cup of coffee.
(b) Could I have another cup of coffee?
(c) I seem to be out of coffee.
(d) More coffee here.
man at the
a book of
You catch the
9. You are renewing your car registration at the division of motor
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vehicles. You discover you don't have a pen with you to fill out a
form. You say to the woman behind the counter helping you:
(a) I don't seem to have a Pen.
(b)Ineedapen.
(c) Lend me a Pen.
(d) Could I borrow a Pen?
10. You are dropping off a suit to be cleaned that has coffee stains on it'
You say to the man at the counter:
(a) Pre.treat it for coffee stains.
(b) Could you pre-treat it for coffee stains?
(c) There are coffee stains on the front.
(d) I want this pre-treated for coffee stains.
11. You are shopping in a discount store and you discover there is only
one more of the itern you want on the shelf' The package is
damaged and you suspect the item inside is also damaged' You see
some crates nearby and one contains more of the item that you
want. You say to the man stocking shelves there:
(a) This item is damaged.
(b) Get me another one of these.
(c) I need another one of these.
(d) Could I get another one of these?
L2. You are ordering chocolate yogurt in cones for yourself and a friend
at a kiosk in a shopping mall. Just as the man behind the counter
finishes your friend's order and reaches for a cone for your order,
you decide that you prefer vanilla yogurt today. You say to the
man:
(a) Could I have vanilla instead?
(b) Vanilla sounds better.
(c) Make that vanilla instead.
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(d) I want vanilla instead.
13. The woman working at the cash register in the supermarket justfini:h:d ringing up your groceries 
"r,d yor., owe 
glg. you hand her
;fffl:l'iJ,i',[:i:T::i;m'J;H:f a coup'1e phone ca,,s ar a
(a) I need to make some phone calls.(b) Make that in quarters.
(c) I need that in quarters.
(d) Could I get that in small change?
14. You are buying a book of 
:tamps at the post office when youremember that a new series of wildlife stamps wus recently issued.You collect stamps and want to add to your collection. you say tothe woman behind the counter:
(a) Give me a sheet of the new wildlife stamDs.(b) Could I get a sheet of the new wildlife s-t-irirosz(c) I hear there,s a new series ,f ,"ildlif;;;;;;;:(d) I want a sheet of the new wildlife stamps.'
15. You are writing a check to. pay for a monthly bus pass, when youdiscover your pen is dry. you say to th" 
-*;J;d rhe counter:
(a) Can I use your pen?
(b) I need to use your pen.
(c) My pen seems to be dry.
(d) Lend me your pen.
16. You are dropping off a jacket at the cleaners that you need bytomorrow. You say to the woman behind the counter:
(a) I want this by tomorrow.
(b) Have this ready by tomorrow.
(c) I understand you have one day service.
(d) Can I pick this up tomorrow?
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17. The man at the cash register in a convenience store is ringing up
your purchase for $2.50. You pay with a $5 bill' You need some
dimes and quarters for the laundromat next door' You say to the
man:
(a) Can I get that in dimes and quarters?
(b) Make that dimes and quarters.
(c) The machines next door use dimes and quarters'
(d) I want that in dimes and quarters.
18. You are shopping for a jacket in a department store, and find a
jacket in a color that you want, but not in the style that you were
looking for. You like the jacket, but want to check in some other
stores before buying it. You want the saleswoman to hold the
jacket. You say to her:
(a) I believe it's possible to get things Put on hold for a day'
(b) I want this put on hold.
(c) Would you hold this for me?
(d) Put this on hold for me.
1.9. You are at the gas station and just filled your car at the gas PumP'
You're not sure the PumP is working right or that the dmount it
says you owe is correct. You say to the man at the cash register:
(a) Check the price on that pumP.
(b) Would you check the price on that pump?
(c) That price seems wrong.
(d) I want you to check the price on that pump.
20. You are buying tickets for a movie to be shown later in the evening
at the theater. You say to the woman at the ticket window:
(a) I need two tickets for the late movie.
(b) Could I have two tickets for the late movie?
(c) Give me two tickets for the late movie.
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(d) I believe I can buy tickets for the late show now.
The following information-is-needed for the analysis of the responses. Thequestionnaire answers and following information will be kept anonymous.
What was your age on your last birthday?_
What is your native language ? 
-
Are you a member of the U.S. military eithuJ"tirr" drrty or reserves?Yes_ No
Please check the appropriate answers:
Sex: Male Female
Undergraduate_ Graduate
Thank you for your time.
Sex: Male Female_-
The following informationis.needed for the analysis of the responses. Thequestionnaire answers and following information will be kept anonymous.
W_hat was your age on your last birthday?
l4lhat is your native language?
Are you currently taking university or college courses?Yes_ No
Please answer all the questions that appiy:
Currently active duty (this includes active reserve status)
If yes, for how long?__years months
Currently D.O.D. working with acfive duty_
If yes, for how long? years months
Spouse of current active duty member
If yes, how long have you been married while your spouse also has been
active duty? years months
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If you aren't active duty also, have you ever been active duty?
If yes, how long were you active duty? years months
Thank you for your time.
